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A: Neck-Around the neck.
B: Bust-Around largest part of chest. After putting measuring tape 
around the chest, make sure the arms are down to get a more 
accurate measurement.
C: Waist- Around the belly button.
D: Hips -Around the hips. (with legs together)
E: Arm-From the shoulder bone to wrist. (Arm should be straight down) 
F: Inseam-From the top of the inner thigh to the floor.
G: Back-From the neck bone to the middle of the butt.
H. Girth-From top front right shoulder through the legs, to the top back 
left shoulder.
I. Arm Bands (3 measurements) Around the top, length, and around the 
bottom.  (Arm bands can be made to any length desired)  
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MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS: 
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A: Neck-Around the neck.
B: Bust-Around largest part of chest. After putting measuring tape 
around the chest, make sure the arms are down to get a more 
accurate measurement.
C: Waist- Around the belly button.
D: Hips -Around the hips. (with legs together)
E: Arm-From the shoulder bone to wrist. (Arm should be straight down) 
F: Inseam-From the top of the inner thigh to the floor.
G: Back-From the neck bone to the middle of the butt.
H. Girth-From top front right shoulder through the legs, to the top back 
left shoulder.
I. Arm Bands (3 measurements) Around the top, length, and around the 
bottom.  (Arm bands can be made to any length desired)  
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MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS: 

HOW TO MEAURE

A: Neck-Around the neck
B: Bust-Around the largest part of the chest. 
C: Waist-Around the belly button.
D: Hips-Around the hips.(withe Legs together)
E: Arms-From the shoulder bone to wrist. 
F: Inseam-From the top of inner thigh to floor. (no shoes)
G: Back-From the bone to the middle of the butt.
H. Girth-From top front right shoulder through the legs, to the top back 

left shoulder. 
I. Arm Bands- (3 measurements) Around the top, length, and around 

the bottom. Ex. 14/18/6  

A:  Neck-     Around the neck.
B:  Bust-! Around the largest part of the chest.
C:  Waist-! Around the belly button.
D:  Hips-! Around the hips. (With legs together.)
E:  Arms-! From the shoulder bone to wrist
F:   Inseam-!From the top of inner thigh to floor. (No shoes, feet flat.)
G:  Back-! From neck bone to the middle of the buttocks.
H:  Girth-     From top front right shoulder, through the legs, to the 
! ! top back left shoulder. 
I: Arm Bands- Around the top, wrist, and length. Ex. 14/19/7

HOW TO MEASURE


